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DISCLAIMER

Hedgeye Risk Management, LLC (“Hedgeye”) is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye is not a 
broker dealer and does not provide investment advice to individuals. This research does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an 
offer to buy any security or investment vehicle. This research is presented without regard for individual investment preferences or risk 
parameters; it is general information and does not constitute specific investment advice, nor does it constitute or contain any legal or tax 
opinions.  This presentation is based on information from sources believed to be reliable. Hedgeye is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies 
or omissions of information.  The opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of the individual expressing those opinions or 
conclusion and are intended solely for the use of Hedgeye’s clients and subscribers, and the authorized recipients of the content.  In 
reaching its own opinions and conclusions, Hedgeye and its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye’s employees, which 
is based upon sources considered credible and reliable within the industry.  Neither Hedgeye, nor its employees nor any individual 
expressing opinions, conclusions or data are responsible for the validity or authenticity of the information upon which it has relied.

TERMS OF USE
This report is protected by United States and foreign copyright laws and is intended solely for the use of its authorized recipient. Access 
must be provided directly by Hedgeye.  There is a fee associated with access to this report and the information and materials presented 
during the event.  Redistribution or republication of this report and its contents are strictly prohibited.  By joining this call or possessing 
these materials, you agree to these Terms. For more detail please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services Agreement and 
the Terms of Service at https://www.hedgeye.com/terms_of_service.
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PROSPECT | IT DOES NOT APPEAR THEY DID. THREE KEY 
THEMES

➢ Stated explicitly on page 83 of MPW’s 2022 10-K filing filed with the SEC on 3.1.23. This disclosure implies one quarter or 
less of recorded/accrued but unpaid rent + interest. We believe no other specific reference made anywhere to 2022 
Prospect deferrals. 

➢ 2022 recorded/accrued but unpaid rent + interest dollar amount excluded from Prospect restructuring description on 
page 15 of 2Q23 10-Q filing. It is the only claim without an attributed dollar figure. It is a glaring omission in disclosure.

3

➢ Updated total non-controlling equity consideration in PHP from 2Q23 10-Q and disclosure in recap press release from 
5.23.23 clearly imply >1 quarter of recorded/accrued but unpaid rent + interest from Prospect in 2022.

➢ Based on MPW’s own reported financials, MPW clearly began accruing significant unpaid A/R amounts as early as 2Q22.

➢ MPW’s actual cash flow deviated materially from reported “NFFO” and AFFO figures around mid-2022.

➢ Did Prospect pay 100% of its rent + interest in 3Q22?

➢ If not, how do you reconcile this with language from the 2022 10-K report filed with the SEC?

➢ If not, why didn’t MPW explicitly disclose this at the time for a tenant comprising ~11-12% of total revenues?

➢ What is the exact dollar figure of recorded/accrued but unpaid Prospect rent + interest from 2022?

Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye

MPW disclosed Prospect was current on rent + interest “until” 4Q22  

The actual numbers from transaction disclosure imply different story

Hedgeye’s questions for MPW’s management team

https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/static-files/41ab5421-3c7a-4bd2-a35a-80f4c8591138
https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/static-files/209bbc2e-7369-41c7-85f9-9b68939d369b
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Until the 2022 fourth quarter, Prospect was current on its rent and interest obligations under the various agreements. However, with 
rent and interest now past due and certain of Prospect’s restructuring plans yet to be finalized, we recorded an approximate $280 million 
impairment charge in the 2022 fourth quarter, as shown in "Real estate and other impairment charges, net" on the consolidated 
statements of net income. As part of this charge, we reduced the carrying value of the underperforming Pennsylvania properties by 
approximately $170 million (to approximately $250 million) and reserved all noncash rent for a total of $112 million. We expect to record 
rent on our Prospect leases on a cash basis for the foreseeable future. At December 31, 2022, we believe our remaining investment in 
the Prospect real estate and other assets are fully recoverable, but no assurances can be given that we will not have any further 
impairments in future periods. – MPW 2022 10-K filing

4Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye

MPW explicitly stated that “until” 4Q22, “Prospect was current…” This implies one quarter or less of recorded/accrued but unpaid 
amounts. MPW moved Prospect to cash accounting beginning in 1Q23, implying amounts unrecorded until actually received in 2023.    

PROSPECT | MPW’S DISCLOSURE FROM 2022 10-K FILING 
WITH SEC
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On May 23, 2023, Prospect completed its recapitalization plan, which included receiving $375 million in new financing from several 
lenders. Along with this new debt capital from third-party lenders, we agreed to the following restructuring of our $1.7 billion 
investment in Prospect including: …

e) obtain a non-controlling ownership interest in PHP Holdings of approximately $654 million, after applying a discount for lack of 
marketability, consisting of an approximate $68 million equity investment and $586 million loan convertible into equity of PHP Holdings 
(collectively, the "Prospect Transaction"). This non-controlling ownership interest was received in exchange for unpaid rent and 
interest through December 2022, previously unrecorded rent and interest revenue in 2023 totaling approximately $68 million, our 
$151 million mortgage loan on a California property, our $112.9 million term loan, and other obligations at the time of such investment. – 
MPW 2Q23 10-Q

5Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye

Why disclose the unrecorded contractual rent + interest dollar amount for 2023, but not the recorded/accrued but unpaid amount from 2022? The 
2022 figure is glaringly omitted. We believe it is the only MPW claim without a disclosed dollar figure from the Prospect restructuring.  

PROSPECT | WHAT CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION INITIALLY
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PROSPECT | RECAPITALIZATION TRANSACTION AS 
DESCRIBED IN MAY 2023

6Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye Estimates

➢ MPW released details of 
“completed” Prospect 
“recapitalization” HERE 
on 5.23.23. It is really a 
restructuring.

➢ Details indicated total 
consideration to MPW of 
~$573 million from equity 
in Prospect’s managed 
care business. This was 
the amount required to 
fully recover MPW’s book 
value.

➢ MPW’s gross investment 
is at least ~$170 million 
higher following PA 
impairment taken in 
1Q23.

➢ Amounts included ~$56 
million of accrued rent + 
interest to be recovered 
via equity in PHP. This 
was not attributed to a 
specific period.

➢ Does “accrued” imply this 
amount is from 2022?

($ Amounts in 000s)
Prospect Restructuring as Described on 5.23.23

5.23.23
MPW Claims Amounts Notes

Description:
Equity Interest in PHP - CT Recovery 103,000               MPW claimed ~$355 million cash + equity interest to recover 

100% of gross investment at ~$457 million. At the time MPW
guided Yale transaction to close during 3Q23.

Equity Interest in PHP - PA Recovery 100,000               ~$150 million 1L mortgage + PHP equity interest to recover MPW's
book value of ~$250 million. MPW had already recorded a ~$170
million impairment in 4Q22, implying gross investment of ~$420
million.

Equity Interest in PHP - MPW Convertible Loan 50,000                 ~$50 million convertible loan originated and funded by MPW in
1Q23.

Equity Interest in PHP - Other MPW Loans 264,000               ~$151 million mortgage loan on Foothills + ~$113 million TL secured
by proceeds from eventual sale of RI hospitals. MPW upsized the
Foothills mortgage by ~$100 million during May 2022.

Equity Interest in PHP - Accrued  Rent + Interest 56,000                 Unclear what period this amount is attributable to. Does "accrued"
indicate that this is the 2022 unpaid amount? MPW had Prospect
on accrual accounting through the end of 2022.

Total Implied Consideration from PHP 573,000           

https://www.medicalpropertiestrust.com/press-release?page=https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/medical-properties-trust-announces-prospect-recapitalization
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The press release can be found HERE. Does “accrued” imply the ~$56 million is attributable to 2022? “Accrued” 
implies the amount was run through MPW’s P&L. Under cash accounting amounts only recorded when received. 

PROSPECT | RECAPITALIZATION TRANSACTION AS 
DESCRIBED IN MAY 2023 (CONT’D)

https://www.medicalpropertiestrust.com/press-release?page=https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/medical-properties-trust-announces-prospect-recapitalization
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PROSPECT | TRANSACTION UPDATE PROVIDED IN 2Q23 10-Q

8Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye Estimates

➢ MPW disclosed updated Prospect 
restructuring language in the 2Q23 
10-Q filing on 8.9.23. 

➢ Total consideration increased by ~$81 
million to ~$654 million vs. amount 
implied by 5.23.23 release. Why?

➢ Controversial ~$68 million equity 
interest was recorded/accrued in 2Q23, 
and directly attributed to 2023 
previously unrecorded contractual rent + 
interest. 

➢ No dollar amount attributed to the 
recorded 2022 rent + interest (see slide 
5 above). Why did MPW explicitly 
disclose 2023 amount, but not 2022 
amount?

➢ Approximately ~$69 million of this 
new consideration not directly 
attributed to a specific claim. Why? Is 
this for 2022 recorded/accrued but 
unpaid rent + interest?

➢ How does this ~$69 million relate to 
the ~$56 million recorded/accrued 
amount previously disclosed in 
5.23.23 release? 

($ Amounts in 000s)

Prospect Restructuring as Described in 2Q23 10-Q (1)

8.9.23
MPW Claims Amounts Notes

Description:

Convertible Loan in PHP - CT Recovery (1) 103,000               MPW claimed ~$355 million cash + equity interest to recover 
100% of gross investment at ~$457 million. At the time MPW
guided Yale transaction to close during 3Q23.

Convertible Loan in PHP - PA Recovery (1) 100,000               ~$150 million 1L mortgage + PHP equity interest to recover MPW's
book value of ~$250 million. MPW had already recorded a ~$170
million impairment in 4Q22, implying gross investment of ~$420
million.

Convertible Loan in PHP - MPW Convertible Loan (1) 50,000                 ~$50 million convertible loan originated and funded by MPW in
1Q23.

Convertible Loan in PHP - Foothills Mortgage 151,000                 ~$151 million mortgage loan on Foothills Regional in CA. MPW
upsized the mortgage by ~$100 million during May 2022. Loan
principal cancelled.

Convertible Loan in PHP - Term Loan 112,900                 $112.9 million TL secured by RI hospitals. Loan principal 
cancelled.

Equity in PHP in Lieu of Cash - Unrecorded  2023 Rent + Interest (2) 68,000                 MPW explicitly attributed this amount to 2023 previously 
unrecorded rent + interest. This amount was not previously 
accrued. Hedgeye believes this amount corresponds to the 
~$68 million (~$0.11/share) recognized (perhaps inappropriately?) 
in 2Q23 results. Consists of ~$55.3 million of rent revenue recorded
in "Income from Financing Leases" and ~$13.5 million of interest
income recorded in "Interest and Other Income." Prospect was 
moved to cash accounting for 2023. This item was non-cash, and
the transfer of equity did not/should not have happened.

Unattributed Amount (3) 69,100                  Does this amount represent 2022 recorded/accrued but unpaid
rent + interest? How does this compare to the $56 million from
May 2023? What is the ~$13.1 million delta?

Total Implied Consideration from PHP 654,000           

( - ) Consideration Implied by May 2023 Release (573,000)             
Implied Change in Total Consideration 81,000              

Notes:
( 1 ) Certain discreet amounts taken from 5.23.23 recapitalization press release.
( 2 ) This is the ~$68 million amount recorded/accrued in 2Q23 and highlighted by the WSJ article on 8.18.23.
( 3 ) This amount represents the delta between the ~$68 million equity + ~$586 million convertible loan, and
        the total PHP equity consideration implied by the 5.23.23 recapitalization press release. MPW did not
        attribute this amount to a discreet claim in the 2Q23 10-Q.

https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/static-files/209bbc2e-7369-41c7-85f9-9b68939d369b
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The ~$68 million was explicitly described HERE as recognized/recorded/accrued for “2023 previously unrecorded but 
contractually owed rent and interest revenue…” The language is clear. This leaves only the ~$69 million with no specified claim.  

PROSPECT | LANGUAGE FROM 2Q23 EARNINGS RELEASE

https://www.medicalpropertiestrust.com/press-release?page=https://medicalpropertiestrust.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/medical-properties-trust-inc-reports-second-quarter-results-0
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PROSPECT | MATH IMPLIES >1 QUARTER OF UNPAID RENT + 
INTEREST

➢ Using available information, we 
estimate annual contractual cash rent 
+ interest of ~$134 million due from 
Prospect after Foothills mortgage 
upsized by ~$100 million in 2Q22.

➢ Implies ~$33.6 million of contractual 
quarterly interest + rent due from 
Prospect in 3Q/4Q22.

➢ We compared this to the two potential 
2022 recorded/accrued but unpaid 
amounts, based on MPW’s disclosure 
thus far. 

➢ ~$56 million implies ~5 months of 
deferrals, or >1 quarter.

➢ ~$69 million implies ~6 months of 
deferrals, or ~2 quarters. 

➢ Both of these figures are obviously 
larger than ~$33.6 million and imply 
deferrals beginning BEFORE 4Q22.

➢ How does this reconcile with the 
disclosure in the 2022 10-K filing with 
the SEC?

10Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye Estimates

($ Amounts in 000s)
Estimated 2022 Rent + Interest vs. Disclosed

Gross Lease / Int. Rent /

MPW Investment Invest. (000s) Rate (1) Interest

Description
Prospect CT Hospitals 457,000             8.12% 37,087           
Prospect PA Hospitals 420,000            8.12% 34,085          
Prospect CA Hospitals 513,000             8.12% 41,632            
Prospect Term Loan 112,900              8.12% 9,162               
Foothills Mortgage 151,000              8.12% 12,254            

Estimated Total / Full Year 1,653,900       8.12% 134,220      

( / ) Ann. Factor 4                      
Estimated 2022 Quarterly Rent + Interest 33,555        

2022E Accrued Rent Implied by 5.23.23 Release 56,000        
Implied Quarters 1.7                
Implied Months 5                 

2022E Accrued Rent Implied by 2Q23 10-Q (2) 69,100        
Implied Quarters 2.1               
Implied Months 6                 

Notes:
( 1 ) Estimated using available information. Assumes CA lease rate escalated +4% to reach 8.44% used
       in 5.23.23 press release. Lease escalators capped at lesser of +4% or inflation. 
( 2 ) Assumes all $69.1 million not directly attributed to a claim is from 2022 recorded/accrued but
        unpaid rent + interest.
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Investors will recall that we flagged the rise in cash rent and interest A/R throughout 2022. MPW began accruing unpaid 
receivables at an above-average rate beginning around 2Q22. The trend has continued to deteriorate since then. 

PROSPECT | OTHER EARLY WARNING SIGNS
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MPW accrued unpaid A/R on a net basis in each quarter since 4Q21. MPW accrued ~$56.5 of net unpaid A/R over 2Q/3Q22, and 
a further ~$47.5 million in 4Q22 when MPW claimed Prospect stopped paying cash rent and interest. 

PROSPECT | OTHER EARLY WARNING SIGNS (CONT’D)
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Actual operating cash flow per the statement of cash flows began to materially deviate from company-reported AFFO beginning 
with 1Q/2Q22 results, and has deteriorated further through to 2Q23.

PROSPECT | OTHER EARLY WARNING SIGNS (CONT’D)
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➢ Hedgeye’s View: As with so many other issues surrounding this company, MPW’s management has not been transparent 
about what actually happened with Prospect in 2022. It appears that Prospect stopped paying rent + interest before 
4Q22. This directly conflicts with disclosure in the 2022 10-K. This was a critical and material issue for the purposes of 
analyzing and evaluating MPW as an investment, as Prospect was an ~11-12% tenant in 2022.

➢ We believe MPW should answer the following questions transparently: 
➢ Did Prospect pay 100% of its rent + interest to MPW in 3Q22? We suspect they did not, and it is incumbent on management to 

prove otherwise.
➢ If not, how can you reconcile that fact with the 2022 10-K disclosure?
➢ If not, why was this not disclosed earlier in 2022 for a >10% tenant exposure? 
➢ What is the exact dollar figure of recorded/accrued but unpaid 2022 rent + interest from Prospect?

➢ In conclusion, if our suspicions are correct (based upon MPW’s own disclosure and reported financials) the following 
three items will have been uncovered in just the last month since 2Q23 results:
➢ As reported by the WSJ on 8.18.23, MPW either (1) accrued income in 2Q23 from a transaction that had not taken place, or (2) 

engaged in an unauthorized transaction with Prospect/PHP that required CA regulator approval (not yet received).
➢ MPW did not promptly disclose 2Q23 rent deferrals/credits with largest tenant Steward Health (~25% of revenues) and another 

smaller tenant “outside of the top-10 list” in the 2Q23 earnings release, supplemental, 10-Q filing or on the earnings call. This was 
later discussed verbally with certain sell-side analysts. 

➢ MPW clearly and deliberately omitted disclosure of 2022 Prospect rent + interest deferral amounts, and potentially 
mischaracterized the events surrounding Prospect in a 10-K filing with the SEC. 

➢ We remain of the view that MPW is un-investible and cannot be owned by fiduciaries. 

14Data Source: Company Reports, Hedgeye

Given all that has occurred over the past ~18 months, we believe it is incumbent on the company to answer these questions.  Put simply the 
numbers ARE NOT consistent with MPW’s disclosure, in our view. It appears Prospect stopped paying before 4Q22.

PROSPECT | CLOSING THOUGHTS

https://www.wsj.com/business/deals/cracks-deepen-for-americas-biggest-hospital-landlord-struggling-tenants-a-bailout-on-hold-21e3294c
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For more information, contact us at:

16

sales@hedgeye.com
(203) 562-6500
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